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The new building just in the centre of Valjevo, and it is a branch of the Singidunum University in Belgrade. It was
founded in 2005 and it made the town richer for one highly respectable institution.
The university consists of numerous Faculties, some of which are in Valjevo. They are:

Say goodbye to winter and welcome springtime with us!
We will celebrate 8th March and take you to a party on St Valentine’s Day in Valjevo, Serbia.
We will also show you around our faculty, our town, country, as well as share our experiences with you.
We will hopefully ‘lure’ you to come to some of amazing concerts held here, share our ideas for spending
free-time, and a lot more!
So, sit back in your favourite chair, relax, and enjoy the ride!
Ivana Damnjanovic

•

The Faculty of Financial Management and Insurance (FFMO),

•

The Faculty of Business Information Science (FPI),

•

The Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality Management (FTHM),

•

Business Academy (BA), Valjevo,

Our faculty is situated in a modern marble building. It is a building with two floors with comfortable and pleasantly
lit classrooms. They are spacious, clean and have modern equipment. In the future, with more students coming some
things will be changed - bigger building, more classrooms, a larger library. We can enjoy the rooms which stimulate
each of us to get better knowledge and results. What is very important, there is a computer centre with up-to-date
equipment. Here we can practise for our classes or do projects, and also be in touch with the latest information
of all kinds, there is a possibility of being at the Internet all the time. Beside these big ones, we have some smaller
classrooms which are used for work and lectures for smaller groups of students.
Also, there is a library, which contains books, journals, magazines and dictionaries. Books can be used here but some
of them we can take home with us.
At the moment, there are 300 students. They are divided into groups and they have lessons every day. Our professors
and lecturers are important to us. They are well educated, skilled, ambitious, friendly and always in a good mood. We
can get high standard of education and everything we want to know, but in return we must show good knowledge
on our exams. Professors are always ready to help us if we have problems studying.
It is a real pleasure being a part of this institution. I hope many colleagues will have the opportunity of sharing this
remarkable experience with us.

Singidunum News, students’ magazine is a non-profit project by students of Business Academy Valjevo, Serbia.
Their enormous scope of ideas is exhibited through their research and they all rightfully put their names below each text, as the authors. Each section of this magazine is featured by most remarkable images, inspired
by biggest and sumptuous photography books. The other feature is that it is compact, easy-to-use and offers
the convenience of small space and easy download. In addition, access to our official Web site is provided.
Each upcoming issue will be enhanced and completely updated. We hope this magazine will become a bridge
of friendship and cooperation with various institutions worldwide.
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The visit of Prof. Dr. Weber
Life at the Faculty
20th Feb 2007.
Dear colleagues,
It is with the fury of a battle that I
write this article, and do not have any
doubts about it, my dear colleagues,
we are at war. We battle for preserving
what is believed to be long lost
throughout our time of Man - our
identity. Our identity of the people of
this world, and our integrity we have
as citizens of a country that waged
many wars throughout its history,
abandoned by our friends as well
as our kin. But, apart from this, we
all strive for a better position at the
market, and believe me when I say
this,
such times are already here – when
everything you know, every small
piece of knowledge counts in the race
for existence through employment.
However, hope remains, for we are
still
here, despite your opinion, we are not
alone in this struggle. A boost to our
moral came with the visit of Prof. Dr.
Joachim Weber, the most important
man at the Berufsakademie in
Stuttgart,
Germany to our faculty in Valjevo. He
was very generous sharing both his
professorial and pedagogical points
of view. Mr. Weber gave very polite
answers to a few common questions,
gave a very colourful description of
Stuttgart and its way of life, and shed
light on some very important issues
concerning education in BadenWurtemberg. He gave us the insight
about the half-theoretical
halfpractical
system of studying there;
how the best way to get prepared to
face the tasks and responsibilities at a
certain employment post is through
a series of preparations, exams and
challenges a student must pass
during three-year-long study at the
academy. He also agreed to the fact
that everything counts in the race
for employment, putting it in a very
simple but true question:
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‘What makes You the best out of 200
applicants for a single position in a
company?’ But, he also raised our
spirits continuing:
‘So, here we are, and you are all the
best.’
I must admit it was a very pleasant
experience and we are thankful for
it, especially to the people that made
it possible. We look forward to any
further lecture either in Serbia or
somewhere else, and to making us
better experts and better people.
Thank you.

Tesnjar…
There where a lot of rolling mills on the ground where city of Valjevo was built.
Owners of these rolling mills became very rich, so they built their houses nearby. In
the middle of the 13th century, the first settlement was formed on that ground, at
first as a village, and afterwards the city - Valjevo.
It has been a long time since then. The city has changed, but one part of the city
is still the same, just as it was more than six centuries ago. Tesnjar or ‘Old town’, as
many people call it, presents the soul of our city. Today Tesnjar is interesting as an
old part of the city, not only for the tourists, but for movie creators as well. Valjevo is
the host of
many producers, actors, and a lot of other famous people.
Tesnjar is a simple place. It is populated with good, kind, honest people. Their
houses still have modest look that consists of an old style which was built by their
ancestors. People from Valjevo hasn’t kept just that Serbo-Balkan style back from
18th century, they have also kept the old trade. That is how we have tradesmen like
dyers, weavers, and famous wax-makers.
As it can be perceived, that is a place where people earn money working honestly.
They work by day, but when the night comes Tesnjar becomes a place where you
can listen
to the 19th century sentimental songs and Gipsy music on every corner, and you
can also
drink some of the best wines… That is how they spend most of the days and nights.
In August people from Valjevo organize manifestation called “Tesnjar evenings.” The
manifestation usually lasts for a week. Seven days are filled with all kinds of events
(some concerts, fashion shows and similar happenings).
I could write about Tesnjar a lot but I think that it would be much more interesting
for you to come to Valjevo and see our beautiful Old city (Tesnjar) and so many
places which make Valjevo a special, magicand in a certain way a mysterious place.
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The Šargan Eight
If you start your journey from
Užice towards Bosnia, you must pass
through
Mokra Gora.
Šargan’s Eight, the most attractive
tourist-museum railway in Europe, is
situated there. It is the masterpiece of
the world’s industrial heritage.
Building the railroad from 1921 to
1925, the designers of the railroad
bridged the difference in the
level of Mokra Gora and Šargan
(about 300 m of altitude, 3.5
kilometers long) by the famous
“Eight” – the loop of 13.5 km above
the base of Jatare, with 20 tunnels,
several bridges and viaducts. ”Ćira”
railway steamed up to this
railway in 1925, and the
last time she did it was about 20 years
ago,
on the 28th of February 1974, when
the railroad stopped being in use.
For the half of the century this
railroad was the door of Mokra
Gora to the world, and the steam
locomotive brought the world to
the village.
Railway-Museum Complex has its
ethno-tourist value. ‘Railways of
Serbia’ from Belgrade has started the
restoration of Šargan’s Eight in 1999
for the purposes of tourism and today
the whole railroad is revitalized,
with authentic station buildings
and original old coaches. The train
“Nostalgia”, consisting of two steam
engines and four coaches, one of
which is used for panorama viewing,
today is used for tourist sightseeing,
and Jatare and Mokra Gora railway
stations have been renovated into
inns where tourists can take a break
and refresh during their trip.
Beside Šargan’s Eight, also the old
Forest Rail has been restored, which
communicates between the site of
Jatare along the valley of Kamešina
River for about 2 kilometers. On
the starting station of the Forest
railway, near the spring of white
water, there is a club “Homeland
Association of Mokra Gora and its
Friends” with summer stage, two
Restaurant -coaches and a souvenir
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shop. The picnic grounds “Jatarice”
has been made a place for resting
with barbecue, drinking fountain and
covered tables at tourist disposal.
Both renovated rail tracks and
accompanying objects of railway
stations and exhibition coaches
make museum complex in the open,
which is not only depicting the
history of railway transport but
also shows one important part of
the history of Mokra Gora area. The
great significance of this museum
complex is that the whole railroad
with its stations and coaches is
authentically made, with preserved
technical way of steam engine
maneuvering.
Riding in the Šargan’s Eight was
an attraction even at the times
when it was used as a general means
of transport.
“The steam machine
wound its way up through gauges
and cliff s between Šargan and Mokra
Gora, the route which made unusual
path line resembling the number 8,
so from several places the travelers
could see the three tracks in different
levels. Many of them panicked when
they saw another steam machine
coming towards them, but there
was no danger as the other train
was in different part of the railways.”
Traveling the route of the famous
“Eight”, 13.5 kilometers long, it is
impossible for the traveler to guess
which direction the train has
already passed and where it should
go next.
Far from the busy everyday
modern life, enriched with the
beauties of Mokra Gora, today this
unique
railway can bring back the romantic
spirit of good old days with the
nostalgic
whistle of the steam engine.
Wilderness, slalom through the
curves,
tunnels…. The adventure that recalls
the almost forgotten warmth of
shaking in the train.
Near the Sargan eight, on the top
of the hill, you can see the town

touching the sky like in a fairytale.
The magic of this vision would
make you stop and take a good
look at it, to praise such a beauty in
astonishment.
Even the world famous film director
Emir Kusturica could not resist the
beauties of Mokra Gora. After the
shooting of his film “Life is a Miracle”
in the site of Mokra Gora, he finally
decided to stay in that village and live
there, and build up his own Drven
Grad (Wooden Town) on the top of
Mećavnik hill. Drven Grad represents
unique ethno village consisting
of wooden buildings, such as so called
cottages of Old-Vlach type,
the typical buildings for living in
the mountain villages of Tara and
Zlatibor.
Taken from the villages or
reconstructed
at the site, cottages in Drven
Grad got their modern function,
so this town has its own cinema
‘Underground’, a library, a gallery,
a souvenir shop, a traditional
restaurant
and a coffee shop where beside
various tarts and other sweets, only
the naturally made juices are served.
The name Emir Kusturica appears
in 11900 internet adresses but only
one is corect: Mecavnik – Mokra Gora
– Uzice.
For all those who wish to visit
this fairytale world, here is some
information:
a train - ticket for grown - ups costs
500
dinars, and for the children 150
dinars. There is a possibility of renting
the train, for which you would need
to give a considerable amount of
money – that is 12,000 to 50,000
dinars for the maximum number of
passengers - 150. Accommodation
in the “Eight” hotel and Mokra Gora
station is 1,820 dinars per night
for one person, bed and breakfast
basis. Also, exclusively traditional
Serbian cuisine is served at Mokra
Gora restaurants, and the prices are
generally accessible.
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What 8.march really is
A year has 365 days. A woman can celebrate each day in a year in a special and different
way. Men would rather spend all year watching football, drinking beer and sleeping. That
is what they actually do. But there is one day in the year when they have to make effort to
try and please their wives and girlfriends, not because they want to, but, for God’s sake!,
his best friend and his neighbour and every man are buying flowers to their ladies, so
how could he be an exception? He would be the main subject of gossip the next day in
the city!
However, on 8th March a man goes to the flower-shop to get a bouquet or, most probably,
one single rose. Then he sticks around in front of the florist’s and tells how he actually is
taking out his wife to the most expensive restaurant for dinner and flowers are just an
overture for a precious gift. So, he buys (as a rule) red roses and in the evening instead
of a restaurant and a present, a woman gets those flowers along with a smile, a kiss and
a statement like: ‘You don’t need any presents, you worth much more…” or “You know I
love you more than anything in the world and to prove you that I decided to celebrate 8th
March in bed!” And, just like that, the woman stays without that beautiful ring she saw
in a shop-window, and gives herself up to romance in bedroom, with periodical breaks
so he could see the results of games. In fact, men perceive 8th March as an excellent way
to redeem themselves for their annual contribution of not doing anything and then they
think that one rose can fix all that. When it comes to women, they are satisfied to get
anything at all, because their anniversaries, birthdays and data such as those men always
forget about, because no one on TV, during halftime of a game, says: ,’Happy birthday
to…”, in the way they say: ‘Happy 8th March to all women”. That is the best reminder they
could get!
Thus, another Women’s Day passes away, the day when women glitter because of a rose
or a carnation wrapped up in cheap paper; the day when men grumble why there is no
such a day dedicated to men, the day when they would get a tank truck of beer, and
scheme an extraordinary and nasty plan to contrive that magnificent day, and precisely
he, your Casanova, will do that! Maybe sometime between the League of Champions and
World Cup…
He’ll think of something!
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Men strike back!
A big problem of our male society is that whatever we say, whatever we do, or
do not say or do is not worthy of women’s attention.
A woman’s hunger for attention is similar to vampire’s hunger for blood.
O.K. We (by ‘we’ I mean ‘men’, of course) love drinking beer, playing sport
games, and most of all we love: girls (women).
But, what do they want? They want it to be 8th March every day. Hey, isn’t it
too much? We don’t have our celebration day, say something like 9th March
“The Men’s Day”.
If you do whatever they want you to do, you become some sort of a servant, a
slave.
This is not some macho stuff, this is the real life of men in Serbia. These are the
Balkans. Our living standard is quite low (you should account the fact that I
and my friends are students), so we are in lack of money, let alone exceptions
who may represent a danger to us.
Finally, we come to the key question – “How to solve the problem?” Among
many solutions we choose the following: let them wait, expect, guess and
feed their hunger for attention with small gifts such as flowers, going to the
cinema, not too fancy dinner…. But do not go too far because you will awake
the beast in them.
P.S. Keep the faith in us!

History of Valentine`s Day
As early as the fourth century
B.C., the Romans engaged in an
annual young man’s rite to passage
to the God Lupercus. The names of
the teenage women were placed
in a box and drawn at random by
adolescent men; thus, a man was
assigned a woman companion for
the duration of the year, after which
another lottery was staged. After
eight hundred years of this cruel
practice, the early church fathers
sought to end this practice... They
found an answer in Valentine, a
bishop who had been martyred
some two hundred years earlier.
According to church tradition
St. Valentine was a priest near
Rome in about the year 270 A.D.
At that time the Roman Emperor
Claudius-II who had issued
an edict forbidding marriage.
This was around when the heyday
of Roman empire had almost
come to an end. Lack of quality
administrators led to frequent civil
strife. Learning declined, taxation
increased, and trade slumped
to a low, precarious level. And
the Gauls, Slavs, Huns, Turks and
Mongolians from Northern Europe
and Asian increased their pressure
on the empire’s boundaries. The
empire was grown too large to be
shielded from external aggression
and internal chaos with existing
forces. Thus more of capable men
were required to be recruited
as soldiers and officers. When
Claudius became the emperor, he
felt that married men were more
emotionally attached to their
families, and thus, will not make
good soldiers. So to assure quality
soldiers, he banned marriage.
Valentine, a bishop , seeing the
trauma of young lovers, met them
in a secret place, and joined them

in the sacrament of matrimony.
Claudius learned of this “friend of
lovers,” and had him arrested. The
emperor,impressed with the young
priest’s dignity and conviction,
attempted to convert him to the
roman gods, to save him from
certain execution.Valentine refused
to recognize Roman Gods and even
attempted to convert the emperor,
knowing the consequences fully.
On February 14, 270, Valentine was
executed.
The Christians selabrate
St. Trifun. Born in Frigia in thirth
century. It belives that vine growers
visit their vineyard on this day and
seal off them with vine, so it grow
up better. From that becomes
a belief that beginning of this
holliday is from greece god Dionis
or Bahus, preserver of grape vine
and vine, vineyards and hostes.
Many enamoured couples all
around the world celabrate
february the fourteen, better
known as Valentine`s day.
A few years ago it wasn’t so
remarcable, but in nowadays, more
and more people waith this day
with impatience.
The custom is to surprise
your loving person with some
compliment or love message, but
real present should be red, sweet
and it must have heart shape.
People often make a present
like candies, chocolates or toys,
even the sexy underwear! The
gift shouldn`t be expencive, but
what`s important – it must be
from one`s heart, and it symbolize
feelings of person who give`s it.
Girls are sending love letters and
notes which are enounsing they
sympathy to boys. This is a day for
love!

There is no place for nervous
and doggish!
There are also peoples who
doesn`t like this holliday.They belive
it is unnecessary. One day in year
isn`t enough for demonstrating all
love, and during all year we should
ofer same attention like as this
day.
But, the greater part celebrate
this day and celebrate love. More
womens than men, maiby because
womens are more romantic than
men.
There are so many different
places where you can spend
this holliday. One of expencive
presents can be a journey. A large
number of tourists agencies offer
special, romantic arrangements
for Valentine`s day. In many cases
they include visites to “cities of
love” like: Paris, Budapest or Verona.
Also, it could be some cottage at
the mountain where you will be
placed near your loving person.
Also, many clubs organize
parties dedicated to Valentine`s
Day.
At least, it`s not the gift or
plase what is important, the most
important thing is to spend this
holliday with person that you are
in love.
Valentine Traditions
In Wales wooden love
spoons were carved and given
as gifts on February 14th. Hearts,
keys and keyholes were favourite
decorations on the spoons. The
decoration meant, “You unlock my
heart!”

In the Middle Ages, young
men and women drew names from
a bowl to see who their valentines
would be. They would wear these
names on their sleeves for one
week. To wear your heart on your
sleeve now means that it is easy for
other people to know how you are
feeling.
In some countries, a young
woman may receive a gift of
clothing from a young man. If she
keeps the gift, it means she will
marry him.
Some people used to believe
that if a woman saw a robin flying
overhead on Valentine’s Day, it
meant she would marry a sailor.
If she saw a sparrow, she would
marry a poor man and be very
happy. If she saw a goldfinch, she
would marry a millionaire.
Think of five or six names of
boys or girls you might marry, As
you twist the stem of an apple,
recite the names until the stem
comes off. You will marry the
person whose name you were
saying when the stem fell off.

Open your mouth, close your eyes
There is no better occasion to
swoop down on entirely strange
people unpunished, to push
your lips on their cheeks or other
suitable parts of their body than
during the cheerful period of the
carnival. The rule is “You have to
love me for three crazy days, to kiss
me, that’s your duty.” The specific
risky activity in the native country
of the carnival is called kissing.
Indeed the poet says that kisses
are “Exchanging of souls” or “pink
paints” on the letter “i” in the word
“kiss”, but closer to reality is indeed
the definition that the kiss is a
question on the upper floor asking
if we are allowed to go down there.
At least when we are considering
kissing on the mouth with more or
less intensity.
Everyone only talks well
about the kiss. To be able to kiss
somebody following every rule
and in any occasion, first you
have to move 34 muscles on your
face beginning with the muscle
Musculus orbicularis oris which form
the mouth into the charackteristic
“O” form. Then things happen like
this: According to the intensity lips
press other lips with an average
pressure of 1-15 kg and they
exchange an average of 61mg of
water, 0.7mg of protein, 0.45 mg of
salt and 0.76 mg of fat per kiss.
The effect of this trivial process
is amazing. The body prepares for
what will probably happen (sex),
the pulse increases to at least 120.
The bloodpressure rises up to 180,
unless it hasn’t already reached that
value, and the body temperature
rises for about 0.5 degrees during
the kiss. The skin’s blood circulation
is up to 30% better.Kissing is also
good in curing wrinkles. Adrenal
glands extract in this case a real
great amount of adrenaline,

the pancreas closes and makes
extra insuline. The hormones of
happiness set away, at the same
time, because of the immense
blissfulness the producing of the
hormones of stress and frustration
the cortizone is limited. Those who
drive cars or do any other thing
after kissing, do it less agressively,
says the science.
The immunity system also
benefits from an intense kiss:
American researchers have found
out that those who kiss a lot rarely
visit doctors. They also live about
five years longer. Even the teeth
have benefit from kissing. All in
all, an ordinary kiss is as useful
as 100 m of jogging , but at least
you don’t have to put on special
trainers. And if it is raining outside,
a kiss is a reasonable option gladly
to be choosen.
As the kiss is causing so much
joy it seems out of place to ask why
people press their lips on to others,
and have their tongues going over
the lips of each other. Every aim
has its means.However it’s not
quite clear where to origin of this
cuslom lies. Biologists who are
studying the behaviour of people
and animals positively claim that
kissing is a relict from the period
of feeding mouth from mouth
between the mother and the child
in prehistory, “conditioned reflex
of feeding”.
Other theories say that kissing
originates from the period of
breastfeeding after giving birth,
or the need of our ancestors to
lick the salt from the skin of their
partner, salt that is indispensable
for life, this can even nowadays be
attractive, even if we can easily get
our salt in the supermarket. Even
more unbeleaveable seems the
attempt to explain that the kiss is
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an inheritance from the ancient
times, when men in the way tried
to find out if their wives have
secretly drunk wine again.
Nobody can prove this, and it
wouldn’t be of any help further.
Anyway kissing can’t be wrong.
Indeed about 90% of the mankind
do it, more or less regularly. The
best of all is that the last day of the
carnival, still everything isn’t over.
Finally, kisses aren’t only a funny
way of killing time, they also require
passion which is a guarantee of the
existence of the human race. Man
should even think a bit practically.
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Free love = Safe love
Yugoslav Youth Association against AIDS – Youth of JAZAS is a nongovernmental, not-for-profit, humanitarian
organization of young people wishing to prevent, by the activities they implement, new persons from becoming
infected with HIV/AIDS and provide support to the people living with HIV/AIDS. The Youth of JAZAS also focuses
on the field of Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights of young people.
Their work is based upon the principles of voluntary and active participation.
It was founded in 1994 and to this day, in HIV/AIDS prevention field in Serbia they have cooperated with and
have been supported by many donor agencies and organizations among which, the most important ones are
the governments of the United States of America, Netherlands, Canada (through CIDA), France and Finland. Their
programs have also been supported by many international organizations – HIVOS, SIDA, IRCF, Handicap Intl,
UNICEF, UNFPA etc.
Party on St. Valentine’s Day has traditionally been organized for 8 years by Youth of JAZAS, and this date also
represents birthday of Youth of JAZAS’ regional office in Valjevo.
The young are already used to it and many of them opt to spend St. Valentine’s Day in the discotheque in Valjevo
Hall of Culture where there are always new surprises for them. This time those were hearts which could be found
everywhere around, and which were given to the girls by their boyfriends at the end of the party.
It is very important to say that there were about 1500 young people there, and that two bands performed for
them. Everyone who came to the party was given promo material as a reminder that prevention and protection
are indisputably better than risk and uncertainty.

Commandments of Body Language
Master the Smile
The simplest, most obvious, and
most powerful of the body language
commandments.
Smiling conveys, both instantly
and clearly, many wonderful things
about yourself. Smiling demonstrates
confidence, friendliness, a positive
attitude, a good mood, and it gives
the impression that you’re someone
who is, most likely, fun to be with. It’s
also very difficult to ignore.
Smiling also conveys to women one
other very important thing. Smiling
tells her that you’re probably not
dangerous.
Smiling helps to alleviate this fear.
And by simply alleviating this one
fear of hers, you automatically
increase the probability of her
accepting your invitations.
Be Open and Inviting
This simply means being “open” and
“direct” with your body.
The most obvious “closed” body
posture is when you have your arms
crossed in front of you... effectively
providing a barrier to keep other
people away and reduce the intimacy
in the situation. Being “closed” also
includes such things as holding
objects, maybe a drink or even
just your hands, between yourself
and the person you’re talking to...
again providing a barrier to keep
others away. Or an indirect body
orientation, such as pointing your
shoulders, body, or head in another
direction, effectively directing your
attention away from the other and
toward something else.
Closed body postures are very
common because they serve to
reduce the level of perceived
intimacy in a situation. When
you’re open, directly facing the
other with your hands to the side,
and possibly your palms facing
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up and towards the other, you’re
exposing or presenting yourself to
them. Presenting yourself to others
inherently includes the possibility of
getting rejected. Since people don’t
like rejection, they will often “play it
safe” by closing themselves up and,
essentially, rejecting the other, with
their body language, first - before the
other has a chance to reject them.

seem quite so ordinary.
Touching, if done appropriately, has
an immediate, almost magical effect
on another person.

Direct eye contact shows selfconfidence (notice how those with
low self-esteem usually avoid direct
eye contact). It show that you’re
very interested in her and what she
may have to say. It’s hard to ignore.
It boosts physiological arousal, both
yours and hers, making you seem
“un-boring.” And, assuming you’re
talking to a girl you’re interested in, it
should make you more attractive as
your pupils dilate.
Too much direct eye contact will
make her uncomfortable, and she
might wind up thinking you’re a
weirdo.
She will love you for nodding. She
will literally “perk up” and become
more enthusiastic when you nod in
response to what she has to say.
Nodding tells her that she is
interesting, that what she is saying
is interesting, that she has your
undivided attention, and that you’re
someone who knows how to focus
his attention on something other
than himself.
Getting a little closer reduces both
the real and psychological distance
between the two of you, helping to
create a sense of intimacy or “weness.”
By getting a little closer or leaning
slightly toward her, you’re telling
her that you’re more interested in
her, and what she has to say, than
in whatever else is going on around
you. By giving her your undivided
attention, she is almost forced to give
you her undivided attention. Getting
a little closer is also obvious (it can’t
be ignored) and helps to boost her
arousal level slightly so you don’t
Singidunum news

Voxstock Blues Fest
Chase away your blues
Don’t feel blue.... Follow me to the
Voxtock Blues Fest....
VOXSTOCK is the proof that blues
still survives in Serbia. And not only
survives but lives a life of its own. For
the last six years it has been the most
prominent blues festival in Serbia.
It gathers people from all over the
country and more. It presents the
best, most creative not only local
bands but foreign ones as well. It
puts them together for a whole day
and night and takes them through
the sunset and the sunrise on the
free wings of music. People dance,
sing, get to know each other, make
friendships and finally leave Voxtock.
But it doesn’t leave them. They
keep summing up the impressions
througout the year longing for the
blues fest yet to come.
VOXSTOCK 2005 left everyone
breathless with all the harp
performers. We were all convinced
that it would be difficult to make a
gig like that again. But VOXSTOCK
2006 proved to be a match, and
passed in the sign of women
performers.
This is how it was....
Although we live about 100
kilometres away and despite the
fact that we did not have a car, our
enthusiasm did not dissipate. We put
ourselves on the train to Belgrade,
early in the morning on 24th June,
got together with the ’gang’ waiting
for the spectacle of its kind to start,
and with beer bottles in our hands
and unrelenting spirit in our hearts,
we got lost in the dark wood of
Kosutnjak (again!) and finally with
lots of laughter and jokes we arrived
to the ski track where the stage
already stood awaiting.
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It started off with a good company
and in a positive atmosphere,
and luckily without rain. Beautiful
weather melted with beautiful
people who came there to enjoy a
unique happening in Belgrade. It was
18h when The Gamblers let the music
flow through the air emitting a great
amount of positive energy. If you
weren’t there moving to the rythm
or swaying with your hips I must
say that you missed a lot. But it was
only an intro. Zona B and Point Blank
succeeded, and they kept warming
up the atmosphere with the good
rythm, and I must admit it was hot
there on Kosutnjak. It is very hard to
compare the bands that came one
after the other and to determine
which was better, because every
each of them was remarkable. Still,
at a certain point of time everyone
was especially impressed by this
song or the other, by marvelous solo
performance of band members. Next
came Di Luna Blues Band alond with
Pera Joe, their guest on the harp,
who made great time out for now
greater number of visitors.
When the night came, we flowed
into ’international waters’, first with
the guests from Spain, the band
called Lluis Coloma Trio. If you are
the likes of boogie woogie style and
piano in blues, and you were present,
then it is clear what a fantastic
performance you witnessed. It was
such a great performance that could
bring you close to the atmosphere
of live concerts of world famous
bands, because I can doubtlessly
say that mister Lluis Coloma is
an extraordinary performer on
his instrument, which he proved
using several diffrent styles,
creating entirely different kinds of
atmosphere with his songs.

After a magnificent applause, came
the time for the guests from Sweden,
the band Little Jenny & Blue Beans. I
must be a little biased and admit that
this was one of two most beautiful
moments of the day. What you could
here there was fascinating and
breathtaking. I must also add I am
not the only one to notice how this
concert was great, and every piece of
grass was filled with positive energy,
dancing, laughter and singing. It is
extremely hard to decide who was
best in the band. Was it the leading
or the second vocal? Did the guitar
or the harp sound better? Everything
was really extraordinary, and all four
girls ruled the night. This was not
to be missed! This spectacle was
followed by amazing Ana Popovic
and her band, who were impatiently
expected by a great number of
people. And I am sure they did not
regret it.
This unique happening was closed
by the band Raw Hide with its
amusing performance, both in
musical and scene aspect of it,
turning the end into a real session!
This was the second most beautiful
moment of the day for me. While the
dawn climbed up the sky above us,
revealing the beauties of Belgrade
landscape, those who remained had
a trully good chance of having a
great time, enjoying and summing
up their impressions which that day
and that beautiful night embeded
into them.
Finally, it should be mentioned that
the organization was professional,
that the people were in a very good
mood, that the weather was very
pleasant, and that the blues hovered
above Belgrade proving it is the
music for all generations, which can
give you memorable moments of
good time.
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OSCARS 2007 - FILM

FILM - OSCARS 2007

Actor: Forest Whitaker
“The Last King of Scotland.”

Actress: Helen Mirren
“The Queen”

Supporting Actor:
Alan Arkin
Original Screenplay

Foreign Language
Film

Documentary Feature
Original Song

Animated Feature
Film

Supporting Actress:
Jennifer Hudson
Sound Mixing

The Departed:
Best Picture
Directing: Martin Scorsese
Adapted Screenplay
Film Editing

Pan’s Labyrinth:

Original Score

Makeup
Cinematography
Art Direction

Costume
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Sound Editing

Documentary (short
subject): The Blood of
Yingzhou District
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A life in a net cafе
If you had to choose one favorite part of life, what would you say? I think we have a lot of things in common
if you say childhood, but if you needed to be more precise, what adventures would come first, what friends,
relatives? Now you see how we enjoyed writing about our favorites.
A life in a net cafe... if by that you mean empty hours vanished with hypnotic gaze upon the screen of a
computer, you are mistaken. If you can remember your finest moments during your lifetime, and than imagine
they lasted for hours every day until tired only by excitement and entertainment you were driven back home
to rest, than you might have a slight idea about our times in one of Valjevo city’s net cafes. Just for your
information, there were never more than a few cafes in our city, and now they are fewer then ever before,
but that is exactly the reason why we enjoy them so much because mostly there were the same people
present. Imagine a great fellowship traveling for years through various worlds of epic and science fiction,
always keeping the humor and the competing spirit in the air. The fruits of this type of creative and inspiring
companionships are, of course, friendships that will not be forgotten for a long time, even after life leads us
on separate roads. Personally, we could never forget our good friends, even the ‘’less polite ones’’, and we
might even name some of them. Amongst them is an unofficial European champion in consecutive hours
spent playing games Zoran Tomic, who, without false modesty, states that his record is close to eighty hours,
but amongst the people in the cafe it is common knowledge that his actual record is eighty four consecutive
hours! That’s three and a half days of playing games without rest!
Also, preventing the old crew from falling apart, and even keeping them together every day, is made possible
now in the new era of gaming, where on-line games take over the fame. Games playable only over the Internet
will allow that in our very homes we have a peace of the cafe’s atmosphere. However, we admit it can never
be the same as being in the cafe and socializing with them in person. A special part in this virtual friendship is
played by the most popular on-line game -‘World of Warcraft’, an epic adventure world that has been a place
of various friendships and relationships for the people all over the planet.
So, we stay young in our hearts... and why not? ‘Everyone makes his own happiness’, and we have grabbed
ours by the throat a long time ago and we will not let it go, at least until the game expansions are still coming
out.

New wave - 3G world
3G is short of third-generation
technology, which is used in mobile
phone standards. The services
associated with 3G provide the ability
to transfer simultaneously both voice
and data (a phone call) and nonvoice data (such as downloading
information, exchanging E-mail and
instant messaging). In marketing 3G
services, video telephony has often
been used as the killer application for
3G.
Worldwide roll-out of 3G
networks was delayed in some
countries by the enormous costs of
additional spectrum licensing fees. In
many parts of the world 3G networks
do not use the same radio frequencies
as 2G, requiring mobile operators
to build entirely new networks and
license entirely new frequencies. A
notable exception is the United States
where carriers operate 3G service in
the same frequencies as other services.
The license fees in some European
countries were particularly high,
because of initial excitement over 3G
potential. Other delays were as a result
of the expenses related to upgrading
equipment for the new system. Japan
and South Korea were relatively
quick to adopt 3G, because their
governments prioritize technological
infrastructure development, and
licensing fees are minimal.
The first country which
introduced 3G on a large commercial
scale was Japan. In 2005, about 40%
of subscribers used 3G network only,
with 2G being on the way out in Japan.
It was expected that during 2006
the transition from 2G to 3G would
be largely completed in Japan, and
upgrades to the next 3.5G stage with
3 Mbit/s data rates were underway.
The successful 3G introduction
in Japan showed that video telephony
was not the killer application for 3G
networks after all. The real-life usage
of video telephony on 3G networks
was found to be a small fraction
of all services. On the other hand,
downloading of music found strong
acceptance by customers.
In Asia, Europe and the USA,
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telecommunication companies use
WCDMA technology with the support
of around 100 terminal designed to
operate 3G mobile networks.
In 2001, NTT DoCoMo, one
of the giant telecommunication
companies in Japan, was the first
telecommunication company to
launch a commercialWCDMA network.
The introduction of 3G services within
Europe began in early 2003.
The official 3G mobile network
is the system and services based on
the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) family of standards
under the International Mobile
Telecommunication
programme,
“IMT-2000”. A boost was given to 3G
mobile network in Europe when the
European Union council suggested
that the 3G operators should cover
80% of the European national
populations by the end of 2005.
As of 2005, the evolution of
the 3G networks was on its way for a
couple of years. The main reason for
these changes is basically the limited
capacity of the existing 2G networks.
The second generation of network
was built mainly for telephone calls
and slow data transmission. Due to the
rapid changes in technology, these
factors do not meet the requirements
of today’s wireless revolution. The
development of so-called “2.5G”
technologies such as i-mode data
services, camera phones, HSCSD and
GPRS have been ways of bringing the
incoming change to 3G networks,
but are not permanent solution.
They are merely stepping consumers.
These procedures are necessary to
ensure that the operators and the
infrastructure itself have a healthy
ground to operate on.
The evolution of networks from
the second generation technologies
to the third generation technologies
could not be done without the help of
network operators.
In 2005 there were about 23 networks
worldwide that operated on 3G
technologies, the most advanced
being KDDI in Japan. Some of these
networks were only for test use but

New wave - 3G world
some were already in consumer based
use.
Basically network operators
need to find the many answers to
three questions before they can
start operating in the field. What are
the things to take into consideration
during the change? How to manage
the change? What is the future role for
the network operators?
Network operators have
invested huge amount of money into
existing 2G networks. These networks
have been around for only 10-15
years, and the investments made have
not all paid off. Network operators
need to find out ways of reusing their
investments to build the 3G network.
Because of the financial situation of
the world, network operators do not
necessarily have new recourses to
invest in the future. They must recycle
the old ones first.
Another
thing
network
operators need to understand is that
their roles are changing dramatically.
They are becoming not only
network providers, but also service
providers. Network operators need to
differentiate themselves in the market,
and one way is to concentrate on the
content of the services and products.
It is widely believed that markets will
consist of content oriented service
providers, since 3G technologies allow
anyone willing to build software and
sell it directly to end consumers. Thus
network operators need to adapt to
this changes too.
The most significant feature
offered by third generation (3G)
mobile technologies is the capacity to
support greater number of voice and
data customers, especially in urban
centers, as well as higher data rates at
lower incremental cost than 2G.
By using the radio spectrum
in band identified, which is provided
by ITU for Third Generation IMT-2000
mobile services, it subsequently
licensed to operators. 3G uses 5MHz
channel carrier width to deliver
significantly higher data rates and
increased capacity compared with
2G networks. The 5MHz channel

carrier provides optimum use of radio
resources for operators who have
been granted large, contiguous block
of spectrum. On the other hand, it
also helps to reduce the costs to
3G network while being capable of
providing extremely high-speed data
transmission to users. It also allows the
transmission of 384kbps for mobile
systems and 2Mbps for stationary
systems. 3G users are expected to
have greater capacity and improved
spectrum efficiency, which will allow
them to access global roaming
between different 3G.
Even
though
3G
has
successfully been introduced to
European and Asian mobile users,
there are some issues that are debated
by 3G providers and users:
-high input fees for the 3G service
licensing
-great difference between licensing
terms
-expense and bulk of 3G phones
-lack of 2G mobile users buy-in for 3G
wireless service
-lack of coverage because it is still
new service
-high prices of 3G mobile services in
some countries, including Internet
access
-health aspect of the effects of
electromagnetic waves
Most people do not care about their
own health. They watch TV and play
computer games longer time then
they should, consume unhealthy
food and drinks. What is a little
radiation from a pocket against all
those vices? It radiates, but it’s fun.

promotional period, there are various
advantages. With their ‘Catch the
rhythm of the third generation!’
motto, we hope we will gain
experiences our peers have around
the world.

One more country of 3G world
3G has just arrived in Serbia for the
first time. On 27th Dec 2006, mt:s
became the first carrier that made
this third-generation mobile phone
network available to its customers.
3G services are accessible by all
postpaid users of mt:s who have 3G
telephones and who apply for 3G
service. Different 3G packages are
at disposal, and during the current
Singidunum news

Warlords Battlecry III
When the original Battlecry appeared, over 3 years ago, it aroused disfavor of old Warlords fans, but soon this unique
combination of RTS and RPG found its own place in the hearts of strategy fans. Even in the year 2000, Battlecry was an
ugly duckling in the world of real-time strategy, but discovered charm and atmosphere rare inside this genre.
According to modern standards, an extension appeared very quickly, and it only touched the outlook of the game. It
was the core, the essence of the game that was upgraded and elaborated - development of heroes, new races, units and
building structures.
Now, again in a record time, a new version of Warlord Battlecry has arrived which once again advances all the best virtues
of its forerunner and almost completely turns its back to the weaker elements of the game, which were pardoned in first
two games due to the general atmosphere. There is a proverb that the winning combination should not be changed,
still you should not be a bigot, especially when you take into account that the two previous games had philosophy that
was and remained far beyond mainstreams of RTS genre.
Beside all subtle change, heroes i.e. warlords remain the most important thing in the game and principal reason for
playing one more mission. Their development is now even more complex, and since you can choose between 28 classes,
the combinations for adjusting to your own style of playing are uncountable. There are also three new schools of magic
with dozens of new magic.
Perhaps the most significant modification of heroes in comparison to two previous parts is their experience acquisition
and promotion during the mission itself, not only between two of them.
Warlords Battlecry III still works in the tradition of adding the number of races, so there are 16 of them now! Old races
are refreshed in quality and quantity. Consequently, overlapping in building structures and units which characterized
the previous game are reduced, and the race balance is not harmed – moreover, it is improved.
There are some completely new characters, as well as some of those seen in Warlords IV, only “recycled” for this occasion.
Human race is divided into knights and empire. The first has old army and miscellaneous cavalry classes, the latter are
more modern and they rely on mercenaries.
There are also three new races. Plaguelords are hordes of skewed creatures, specialized in weakening the enemy by
plagues and curses. Swarm represents a race of insect- like creatures, which uses its unit size to compensate for relative
weakness of individual units. Lastly, there are Ssrathi, reptiles of Keshan, who take trained dinosaurs into a battle and
have an impressive arsenal of magic at their disposal.
The thorn in the eye is a bad, archaic appearance of this game. It still has 2D display and three- year- old design. Although
some models and textures are more detailed, and some of them are completely new, this simply is not enough. Moreover,
graphic artists of the serial should be ashamed because the appearance is not at all worthy of gigantic work that the
designers of game-play carried out.
An old ailment, AI, which one moment represents strategic challenge and the next is as ‘clear as dwarf beer’, went
through solving technical problems. Same goes for path finding or “the routine of getting lost on the map…” Indeed,
the formations make easier the movement of armies, but, when it is not on a clear open field, one should be very careful
because obstacles on the way can divide carefully arranged formation into 2-3 groups which your opponent will easily
send to “eternal rest”.
Old players of Warlords Battlecry games will have a big problem staying objective in contact with this game. On one
hand, there is everything that made the first two titles so entertaining and “contagious”, only additionally refined and
wrapped into a nicer ‘cover’. On the other hand, there is regret for everything this game could have been, and sadly
never will be. This is a very good combination of RPG and strategy. Let’s hope that Warlords Battlecry IV will not appear
in several more years, until it gains visual and technical refreshment this game title deserves.
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Students Design - Vladimir Unguran

The road goes ever on….
Despite the delight that grew inside
me after deciding to write a text
about Tolkien, I now think that there
has never been a topic so difficult
to write about. There are numerous
reasons for that.
First of all, if you have any interest
in Tolkien and his work, and you
have access to the Internet, then
it is sufficient to type his name in
one of the search engines and you
will be swamped with sites offering
information on him. All you need then
is a pair of good healthy eyes for long,
long hours (days, more likely) of going
through some of the material offered.
Second, every Tolkien admirer is an
omnivorous reader when it comes
to this topic. But how can I address
all those people who do not share
the thrill, the exhilaration? Perhaps
by stating that Tolkien’s work long
surpassed narrow circles of fans and
left an impressive and inerasable mark
on English and world literature?
Next, the sources for indulging the
craving for knowledge about Tolkien
are infinite. What is there left to tell
that would be new to the readers?
There is also another obstacle –
sometimes it feels as an unattainable
goal writing about Tolkien’s work
– for what words, what ideas, what
a mind are necessary to touch only
the surface of his work and his life. It
is sufficient just to consider volumes
he put down on the paper, let alone
endless volumes he took with himself
to the ‘halls of Mandos’ forever. It
is enough to imagine the path he
treaded with tremendous infinity of
histories and myths of the world he
created to realize the complexity of
the work you are about to initiate.
It appears difficult for me not to
try to comprehend the manner in
which Tolkien started and continued
writing his work. It seems as if it was
the road of his life, ‘the only road that
is like a great river – it springs are at
every doorstep, and every path is its
tributary’. He stood at the doorstep
and went on his road with his first
poem ‘From the many-willow’d
margin of the immemorial Thames’ in
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1913. Bilbo used to say to Frodo: ‘It’s a
dangerous business going out of your
door. You step into the Road, and if
you don’t keep your feet, there is no
knowing where you might be swept
off to’. Tolkien was swept off to the
world and lives of many races whose
paths intervened and separated
successively.
The world uncovered itself with
every word spelt but it also remained
concealed even to Tolkien himself.
Just as Melkor started singing the
tunes of his own spiting the melody
of Iluvatar, Tolkien as the Eru of his
work showed that ‘no theme may be
played that hath not its uttermost
source in him, nor can any alter the
music in his spite’.
So, every work that came under his
pen ‘proved but his instrument in
devising of things more wonderful,
which it itself hath not imagined’. He
travelled the road that he made.
Now, I stand on the verge of two
minds. On one hand, I attempt not to
exaggerate in pure praise of the writer
and put off the readers not so eager
for his work. On the other, I dare write
an ode to a mastermind of human
kind, a man of genius. It appears only
just to reconciliate the opinions, not
to stand to any particular side and
look at it all with no bias and with no
prejudice.
From this point of view it can be
mentioned that there are numerous
ways of enjoying and discovering
Tolkien and his work. There are many
aspects, many hill tops from which we
can observe it, leaving opportunities to
people to devote their lives exploring
this phenomenon. There are many
societies, different associations of
admirers who deal with these issues
and honour the writer.
Many have been disappointed by
the Jackson’s movie ‘Lord of the rings’
and they envisage it as disgrace and
overall negative thing. However, we
should consider the fact that it shed
light on Tolkien’s work for many new
generations of fans, and served as
inspiration for their lifelong devotion

and research. For many people this
might have been a ‘world that began
to unfold its history’.
Tolkien can be studied in various ways.
He was a master of word, master of
language, of legends and myths. He
was a scientist, a researcher, a creator.
He was a man of two lives.
Whether we indulge in his work or
not, and with the same respect we
pay to all the writers that embedded
the mark into the literature of human
kind, we should feel fortunate to live
in the era that produced such a man
whose work broadens mind, opens
your eyes about life.
Perhaps, we indulge in his work, in
the history of Iluvatar’s world with the
passion with which we should devote
ourselves to the history of ourselves
which we are not courageous enough
to recognize in his work.
In a certain way, it feels discouraging
that most works of the genre created
after Tolkien’s work have somehow
been cast into the shadow – for it is
so full of woe, full of joy, so complete,
complex, detailed and yet perfectly
simple and vague. As life itself, it is
made of many forms and shapes
weaved into a whole each being a
tributary to its glory.
I believe that every reader holding a
Tolkien book in his hands waits for
the journey into the unknown, and
that his heart beats in the rhythm of
the verses:
‘The Road goes ever on and on
Down from the door where it began.
Now far ahead the Road has gone,
And I must follow, if I can,
Pursuing it with weary feet,
Until it joins some larger way,
Where many paths and errands meet.
And whither then? I cannot say.’
I.D.

Poetry
‘Frodo wouldn’t have done it without Sam’
My shiny star,
That sparkles in the night,
You get me back my life,
Secure my flight.
You never let me fall
Upon stony, solid ground.
It’s the grass I feel under me
The resort’s that I found.
You scare away the tears
That well up in my eyes.
After gentle look of yours
My crazy sorrow dies.
And, when the moment comes
For the grief your soul to flood,
To make it vanish as before
I would give my boiling blood.
Into our Fairytale
Some mean imposters come.
Together we built our dam
And left them with their shame.
Now we proudly stand
On top of our dam.
Frodo wouldn’t have done it
Were it not for Sam.
‘A Winter Fairytale’
The snow in our wood
Falls down. More than it should?
Nay. People grow between us,
And I can see you no more. Thus
Of the other I catch the gaze,
Path to you shrouded in mist. In haze.
You no more I seek with eyes,
In thought I search. Only lies
In the world of vision are. I
Shout and you call. Only a sigh,
deep - you do not appear. A kiss
your ghost put on my brow. Nothing I miss.
I sleep.

